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Boxing witb tin droplets

"' Figure
Shadowg raph im ages . taken at various
times, of a ti n drop let (seen from t he

(a)

side] being hit by a [a] low- energy and
[b] high-energy laser pulse imping ing
from t he left . The lase r pulse induces
a plasma, whi ch expa nds and
pushes the drop away from the laser.
This deforms t he droplet into a fla t
pancake.
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Moore's law predicts that th e
number of transistors on com puter chips doubles every two years.
This prediction, made in 1965 by
Go rdon Moore, has impressively held fo r over so years and has
driven the semiconductor industry. However, fitti ng more transistors onto chips is challenging.
'Chip-making' photolithography
syst ems use light to 'print' ext re mely sm all structures ont o
chips. The shorter the wavelength
oflight, the smaller the structures
that can be printed, so the latest
ge neration of these systems uses
very short-wavelength, 'ext reme
ultraviolet' (EUV) , light.
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One way to produce this light is
to heat a droplet of fl ui d metal
(tin) with a lase r b eam, so that
it disintegrates into independent
electrons and ions, thereby forming an extremely hot fourth state
of matter - plas ma -which emits
EUV light. Simply put, the plasma
glows because of its high temperature, much like an old-fashioned
incandesce nt light bulb, in which
a filam ent is heated to te mperatures similar to that of the sun. In
our ARCNL set-up, a much hotter
plasma is produced, exciting highly charged tin ions, which radiate
light when they spontaneously
decay. The atomic structure of
tin ensures that most of this light
is emitted as useful EUV light
with a wavelength around 13.5
nano m etres. Thi s is ab out 15
times shorter than the 193-nanometre-wavelength light used by
conventional photolithography.
The fo rmation of such a lase r-produced plas m a h appen s in two
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"A droplet of
tin is heated
witbalaser
beam, thereby
forming an
extremely bot
plasma, wbicb
emits extreme
ultraviolet
light."

